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ATNT is a leading global engineering, consulting 
and construction company specializing in 
infrastructure development in energy, water, 
telecommunications, management consulting, 
Government and environmental markets.
Founded in 2004 by Taso Holman based on a firm sound ethical and 
business foundation. 

ATNT develops tailored infrastructure solutions that meet clients’ needs and 
provide sustainable benefits. Solutions are provided from the broad line of 
service expertise available within ATNT, including conceptual and preliminary 
engineering services, engineering design, procurement, construction, 
financial management, asset management, program management, 
construction management, environmental, security design and consulting, 
management consulting and infrastructure planning.
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1.1 Site Hunting
 
This is possibly the most vital exercise for the quality of the final solution.
 
This is why we at ATNT are specialists in Site Hunting, and our experts put their heart into selecting the most appropriate 
candidates based on our client’s specifications. We take into consideration all building technological, radio technological, 
financial, and legal aspects. As extensively as possible the area is screened for existing high structures suitable for 
mounting antenna systems.
 
That way we can determine accurately what and how to build and the selected solution can be priced for the operator. 
This provides the best possible entry point for the choice of the right candidate and for the further process of Site Acquisition.

1. 2 Site identification

The first phase of finding the best candidate for a site can start in two ways. Either the network operator can suggest 
search areas for ATNT, or ATNT can use its Friendly Site Databases to produce a list of possible candidates. Our intelligent 
and efficient approach takes advantage of established contacts, known site specifications and easier realization of lease 
and permit agreements.

2. The production of technical site survey reports/3D modeling

A complete 3D model of the proposed site is modeled in order to give prospectus to give full capacity of the site and what 
it may have to offer in the design stages of the site.
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3. Technical site surveys

All ATNT site surveys are performed by engineers who are experts in structural engineering. This allows us to assess the 
structural suitability of any given site at a very early stage, further accelerating the acquisition process.
We have collected this knowledge into a Technical Site Survey Report, which our expert in the field will use for various 
elements used to compile reports of the site, that crucial for the further stages of site production. Combined with our 
customer’s specific needs and equipment, this report delivers a detailed view of each specific site’s possibilities.

3.1 Static/Earthing Calculations

ATNT takes responsibility for Static/Earthing calculations performed on all potential sites, e.g. masts and metal structures etc. 
and their foundations. We do this to ensure that the extra wind load, added to the support by the new antenna installation, is 
absorbed in its statics and deflection.  A specialist company is employed to handle all necessary earthing issues that are found. 

3.2. Panorama Photographs

ATNT believes that the total overview is the best point of departure on the way to a deliberate and factual decision.

Therefore we take a 360° Panorama photograph of the site showing all buildings and the terrain in the area. The picture acts 
to ascertain the operator an overall view and is an indispensable aid to the operator as well as our Site Managers, when 
the decision on the desired antenna location is to be made. The picture also discloses any technical obstacles that could 
become a blocking point for the project later on.
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4. Lease Agreements

We have thorough knowledge of laws and regulations in this field and take responsibility for the Lease Agreement negotiations 
with the site owner and any renegotiations at a later point in time. In brief, ATNT handles all aspects of the case and our goal 
is to make the process as smooth and unproblematic as possible for our clients.

ATNT further recommends that the operator continuously reviews the portfolio of lease agreements in order to ascertain that all 
conditions in the contract are optimal. Amongst other things, it may be necessary to consider the following conditions:
• Renegotiation of the lease period
• Expansion of rented area for technical equipment
• Expansion of antenna system with one or more antennas and feeder cables
Relocation of antenna system or technical equipment

5. Lease negotiations

We offer both standard lease agreements, as well as legal expertise in producing specific legal agreements. We also provide a 
digital visualization of every site, enabling a quick assessment of the impact that masts, antennas and microwaves will have on 
the property. Our dedicated team of site hunters knows the market and has years of experience – providing you with quick and 
reasonable negotiations that lead to complete contracts and building permits. ATNT also has ample experience in renegotiation 
for mobile network operators. A mobile network operator should continuously review the lease agreement portfolio in order to 
make sure that it is updated.   
The key elements in renegotiation are:       
Lease agreement:
ATNT produces/negotiates addenda to ongoing lease agreements or produces new lease agreements to replace ongoing lease 
agreements. 
• Renegotiation of irrevocability period
• Expansion of rented area for technical equipment
• Expansion of antenna system with one or several antennas and feeder cables
• Relocation of antenna systems/ technical equipment
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6. Purchasing of property for sites 

In cases where property is up for sale, ATNT will purchase this property and add this to its portfolio and thus give it complete 
control of all authorizations and in turn cut down the negotiations times with the landlord. 

7. Negotiations with local authorities and municipalities for build permits

ATNT has vast experience in acquiring building permits and co-operating with the authorities

8. Authority Permits / Zoning

ATNT manages application and acquisition of necessary permits from the authorities for an expansion.
- Building permits
- Land zone permit

9. The evaluation of structural suitability 

A complete structural evaluation is done before any site work. Engineering certificates are also produced in order to make the 
structure most suitable for our clients needs.

10. Turnkey Solution/Civil construction

The quality of the information value between Site Acquisition and Site Construction is high, since there is no third party 
interference. Consequently, this creates optimal solutions and minimal fault risk. 

Continue on next page...
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We have vast experience in the area and execute everything from burial, establishment of backbone, fibre optic splice, tracing 
fibre to connections, and installation of data fibre equipment. Moreover, our affiliated company U.D.S Civils supplies different 
services within these networks, such as maintenance, 24 hour Guard, trouble shooting, etc

Due to this, ATNT offers a complete package from Site Acquisitions to Construction of the site. Quicker turn-around time 
can also be offered because there is no hand-over process between Site Acquisition and Site Construction. In turn offering 
a efficient site build and hand over.

11. Supply of all consumables for construction phases 

Through our network of suppliers we are able to supply all consumables within construction phase. 

12. Land surveying 

ATNT’s dedicated and employed Land Surveyor will assist with all engineered drawings, to either assist in the measurement 
of level above sea level, Definition of property lines, definition of area for erecting a new pylon close to property lines and 
Ground plans for registration.

13. 3D mapping of structure

With sophisticated equipment, ATNT is able give a completed 3D modeling of the site. With all X,Y and Z values.
 
14. Underground Utility mapping / detection 

As part of ATNT turnkey solution we supply a total mapped out drawing in Auto Cad format of all the existing underground 
utilities that may at some stage in the project be acquired in order to have knowledge of ‘Veins’ that supply the site or that 
may be damaged whilst the site is been constructed. This is used as an excellent relationship building exercise as well, as 
when ATNT is done with the information, this information can be given to the Landlord. More than often the landlord does 
not have any of this information at hand.
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15. Environmental Impact Assessment’s

An environmental impact assessment is an assessment of the possible positive or negative impact that a proposed project 
may have on the environment, together consisting of the natural, social and economic aspects. The purpose of the 
assessment is to ensure that decision makers consider the ensuing environmental impacts when deciding whether to 
proceed with a project. 
The International Association for Impact Assessment (IAIA) defines an environmental impact assessment as “the process of 
identifying, predicting, evaluating and mitigating the biophysical, social, and other relevant effects of development proposals 
prior to major decisions being taken and commitments made. This EIA is conducted on each and every site which is 
successful in the acquisition stages.

16. Client Database Update

ATNT makes use of all its clients and existing land lords that’ll be it easy for our clients to choose the right candidate and 
property.
Each candidate’s data is gathered by a hand-held GPS and photographs and all specified required data is entered into the 
operator’s database including any necessary, candidate specific comments. 

17. Existing Site Review

When expanding a site, it may become necessary to review the site thoroughly.
ATNT assists mobile network operators in large scale expansion projects as well as smaller projects, e.g. in connection with 
an UMTS expansion on an existing site. We review different physical and administrative conditions at each concerned site:
• ATNT produces a Site Survey Report describing the physical conditions.
• ATNT review existing lease agreements and authority permits and evaluates the need for 
renegotiation and new authority permits.
Based on the report we conclude if the site is suitable and if we can produce the necessary legal and building technical 
foundation for any following construction of the site.
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18. Visualisations

ATNT believes that it is a good idea to visualise the selected solution before it is realised.
Therefore we will gladly produce a thorough illustration of how the site will present itself when completed. This way our 
clients are awarded a clear and realistic picture of the final result before the project is set into motion. It is an even better 
foundation for taking the right decision.   We take three photographs from three different angles of the site. Afterwards we 
draw masts, chimneys and poles duly dimensioned into the picture. The visualisation project typically includes three 
situations with before and after images.

19. Service Level Agreements (SLA’s)

We offer high-quality services and custom-made maintenance packages.
ATNT has a wide spectrum of maintenance services to offer. All services can be tailored to the specific client’s needs 
and requests. Thus, it is possible to receive exactly the kind of service that is in demand by our client at a highly 
competitive price and with the highest possible level of assurance and quality.
 
In the following we present an overview over the possible part components of a Service agreement at ATNT:
ATNT works with Operations Agreements in the telecommunications sector as well as the data transmission sector.

19.1 General Maintenance:
Maintenance of surrounding area on each specific site in the network.
19.2 Equipment Upgrade:
ATNT performs upgrade procedures of all types of equipment. 
19.3 Security 24-hour guard:
This service includes alarm dispatch. Service varies according to level of security needed on site, and there are 
several options available. 
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Our regions of business:

• RSA
• Botswana
• Nigeria
• Zimbabwe
• Namibia
• Zambia
• Malawi
• Angola
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Taso Holman

Mobile:  073 187 6805 
Tel:   011 0232718
Fax:   086 503 7260 
Email:   taso@atnt.co.za 
Skype:  atnttelecom
UK mobile: +44 (0)787 222 7534

Postal:  Postnet suite 321, 
       Private Bag x 5,  
       Fourways North  
       2086

Gina Gomes

Mobile:  082 825 0917 
Tel:   011 0232718
Fax:   086 503 7260 
Email:   gina@atnt.co.za 
Skype:  atnttelecom
UK Mobile: +44 (0)787 222 7534

Postal:  Postnet suite 321, 
       Private Bag x 5,  
       Fourways North  
       2086
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